2nd Coordination meeting in Otaci – 5.04.22

Context

Agreement on having a coordination working group for Otaci BCP and Northern border with an active participation. The main key actors were present for the 2nd Coordination meeting in Otaci.

Agenda points

1. Completion of service mapping
2. Referral pathways outline
3. Local Otaci and Northern region contingency planning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agenda</th>
<th>Discussion</th>
<th>Agreements/ Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Mapping of services related to refugee response | Participants agreed to complement the attached table with the information on their organizations and services in Otaci and Ocnita raion. **Follow-up:**  
  - Please complete from your sides the attached table and share back with me for consolidation by the end of the week.  
  - MSF and BRF are developing a consolidated leaflet about NGOs and volunteer services available at Otaci (thank you colleagues!), will try to complete by the next weekly meeting. | To complete the table on mapping of services               |

| Referral pathways on GBV and Child Protection | UNHCR, Blue Dot, MSF, BRF, UNFPA will work with local social protection services, raion administration and police to develop the referral pathways on Thursday, 7th of April, at XXXX  
  **Follow-up:**  
  - Coleen (cc-ed here) will communicate separately with the actors involved to coordinate the time of the meeting. | Collaboration for developing of the referral pathways |
| Contingency planning | NGO participants agreed to share their Organization’s contingency plans with each other within 2-3 days, with detailed capacities for scale up in the region (to be channeled through UNHCR). Ocnița raion administration informed that they have an established emergency response center on national level and a committee on local level. Secretary of the committee on a central level is Mr. Nikolay Bahriy, and he is the FP for the contingency planning. The communication can be done through Ms. Galina (deputy head of raion administration, covering social issues) to obtain the plan. Participants agreed to review the plans of each other, and complement the main one from the state authorities with the inputs from their side. Border Police Service, MSF, ACTED and UNHCR have a communication with their teams and counterparts on the other side of the border; heads up information and updates can be shared in case of increased movements of people. *Follow-up:*  
- MSF, ACTED, BRF, LCA, Blue Dot – to share their plans with local authorities (through UNHCR)  
- UNHCR to follow up with Deputy-head for Ocnica (Ms. Galina) to receive their plan and share with other actors for review | Sharing the information on the scaling up of the actions |
|---|---|
| Other | - ACTED informed about launching a mini-van service that could bring the people from near-by border crossing points to the busses departing for Chisinau and Iasi from Otaci. Agreed with Border Police about establishing a bilateral communication about the needs for transportation from BCPs.  
- Ocnița raion administration informed that at the moment in raion there are over 500 people, hosted in private accommodation. In case of emergency, there are 60 places in Calaraseuca shelter, 30 in the monastery. At the moment those spaces are vacant, majority of people stay 1-2 nights at the most and move on. |
Volunteers from Evangelic church raised an issue about food provision to people waiting for transportation. It was agreed to discuss on NGO internal coordination meeting (ACTED, Blue Dot and Evangelic Church volunteers)